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Introduction: With the Guided Procedure Authoring in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 you have the 

possibility to create your own guided procedures to support day-to-day business and IT operations. 

A guided procedure is a sequence of activities to be carried out in a pre-defined order. You can 

easily add standard manual activities like jump-in to transactions to a guided procedure. But 

sometimes a manual activity needs additional checks before the navigation link is created. This can 

be authorization checks or other prerequisites, like an existing RFC. You have the possibility to 

create manual activities, add checks before the creation of the navigation link and include them in 

guided procedures. This guide describes how to create manual activities for guided procedures.  

The way how to create a manual activity ABAP Class didn’t really change since SAP Solution 

Manager 7.1, which allow a full compatibility between both releases. All objects created in 7.1 release 

will still run in 7.2 release.  

The code examples used in this guide are part of the package AGS_SISE_GPA_DEMO.  
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OVERVIEW OVER MANUAL ACTIVITES  

A manual activity is an activity that the user of the guided procedure has to carry out in the managed 

system or in Solution Manager itself. It cannot be automated. Nevertheless, you can provide user with a 

navigation link to open the transaction, URL or report which is used to perform the manual activity. You 

will find here below an explanation how to create such navigation.    

For almost all simple navigation links like calling a transaction or URL in the SAP Solution Manager or 

the managed system you don’t have to develop a custom manual activity. You can create a manual 

activity without any ABAP coding by using the type “Simple” (default choice).  
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Here you have the possibility to easily build the required jump-ins without any programming.  
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In this particular case, you will build a jump-in into SAP Solution Manager only, calling the appropriate 

transaction, whatever the list of Technical System which will be in your execution scope. If you wish 

instead to have a jump-in into any Technical System which will be part of your execution scope, then 

select the right Target = “Managed System” as follow.  

 

  

In case you want to put some more logic behind the URL generation (e.g. authorization checks or 

additional parameters) you can also create a manual activity yourself.   

To create an own manual activity, the following actions have to be carried out:  

• Create ABAP class that inherits from CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_MANUAL  

• Redefine the method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW to provide the navigation link You will 

have to create one class for each manual activity.  

In this guide we will show a simple example in which we create a manual activity that calls the report 

SHOWCOLO in SAP Solution Manager. Before we create the navigation link, we check if the current user 

has authorization for transaction SE38. If not we don’t create a link and write an error message to the log. 

You can access the source code for this example in your SAP Solution Manager system. All example 

code can be found in the package AGS_SISE_GPA_DEMO in the class CL_GPA_MANUAL_DEMO.  

    

CREATE CLASS TO IMPLEMENT MANUAL ACTIVITY  

To be able to add you own implementation for the manual activity to the guided procedure you have to 

create an ABAP class that inherits from the class CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_MANUAL.  

Call transaction SE80 and create a new class in the customer namespace.  
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Make sure your class inherits from the superclass CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_MANUAL.  

   

Save your class. The next step is to redefine the method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW.  

  

REDEFINE METHOD GET_NAV_LINK_NEW  

In the method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW the link to call the URL is generated. If you want to put additional 

logic behind the URL generation this is also done here. You have to redefine the 

GET_NAV_LINK_NEW method to provide the link to the transaction or URL in the guided procedure.  

  

  

    

The method will be moved to a folder called “Redefinitions”  
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The signature for the method is provided by the framework and should not be changed.  

  

To be able to hand over the scope of the guided procedure to the private method we created before, it 

has to be retrieved as implemented below.  

In this very simple example we check if the user that runs the guided procedure has the authorization to 

run transaction SA38 and set the overall status of the activity to yellow.  

method get_nav_link_new.  

  " Define parameter variables for URL APP manager   

data lt_param type tt_urlapi_params.   data 

ls_param like line of lt_param.  

  
  " Define variables for technical system context   data  

ls_system type ags_sise_s_sysparam.   data  lv_system_context 

type surlapi_system_context.   data  lr_base_landscape type ref 

to cl_diagls_base_landscape.  

  data  ls_base_object type sdiag_base_object.   data 

lr_technical_system type ref to cl_diagls_technical_system.  

  
  " Define variable for log and status   data 

lv_message   type string.   data lt_log       type 

ags_sise_tt_log.   data lv_status    type 

ags_sise_activity_status.   data lr_directory type 

ref to cl_sise_directory.  
  data lv_rc        type sysubrc value 0.  

  
  " Get the Technical System   ls_system = 

cl_sise_scope_access=>one_obj_to_system( iv_obj_guid ).  

  
  " Get technical system context for URL APP manager   if 

iv_obj_guid-scope_obj is bound.  

    " Landscape API object?     if iv_obj_guid-scope_obj-

>is_landscape_object( ) eq abap_true.  

      " Downcast       lr_base_landscape ?= 

iv_obj_guid-scope_obj.  

  
      " Technical System object?       if cl_diagls_util=>is_technical_system( 

lr_base_landscape ) eq abap_true.  

        " Downcast         lr_technical_system ?= 

lr_base_landscape.  
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        " Assign         move-corresponding lr_technical_system->get_ts_structure( 

)            to lv_system_context-technical_system.         lv_system_context-

technical_system-technical_system = lr_technical_system.       endif.     endif.   

endif.  

  
  " Perform additional checks or set additional parameter before generating the applicati 

on  

  authority-check object 'S_TCODE'     

id 'TCD' field 'SE38'.  

   if sy-subrc = 

0.  

    " call URL application to run report SHOWCOLO in Solution Manager     

re_urlapi_application = cl_urlapi_application_manager=>get_application(         

im_system_context = lv_system_context         im_app_id = 'GENERIC_TRANS_SM' 

).  

  
    " Create URL param     ls_param-param_key   = '~transaction'.     

ls_param-param_value = '*SE38 RS38M-PROGRAMM=SHOWCOLO;DYNP_OKCODE=STRT'.     

append ls_param to lt_param.  

  
    " Add URL params     re_urlapi_application-

>set_parameters( lt_param ).  

  

   

else.  

    " Write error message to log     message 

e005(gpa_demo) into lv_message.     append 

add_sy_to_log( ) to lt_log.  

  
    " Set the status of the step to "Yellow" = Warning     

lv_status = 'W'.  

  
    " Add log to the directory object     

lr_directory ?= get_directory_instance(       

is_obj_guid = iv_obj_guid ).  

  
    lr_directory->if_sise_directory~add_log(       

exporting  

        it_msg        =  lt_log   " Simple Setup: Log Structure       

exceptions         logging_error = 1     ).  

  
    " Save the status for the step and save directory object     

lr_directory->if_sise_directory~set_status( lv_status ).     

lr_directory->if_sise_directory~save( ).  

  endif. endmethod.  

  

After everything is done, save and activate your class.  
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INTEGRATE MANUAL ACTIVITY IN THE GUIDED PROCEDURE  

 

The last step is to integrate your new activity in your custom guided procedure. Use the right Application 

Area, see how to guide in order to create your Guided Procedure and how to create a manual activity  

To add the manual activity, go into your standard step and select the tab ‘Manual Activities’.  

Click the “New” button to add the manual activity.  

  

Enter an activity name “Call SHOWCOLO report”, change the activity type to “Expert” to be able to 

select your class. In our example we select the class “CL_GPA_MANUAL_DEMO”.  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SMSETUP/Guided+Procedure+7.20+-+Build+and+Run
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Your activity shows up in the activity list:  

 

You can add further activities to the list.  
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You can add a documentation by clicking on the link “Document does not yet exist” in order to select an 

existing documentation.  

 

  

    

Or by clicking on the button “New”.  

 

And create your own HTML document or upload your PDF or even reuse an existing SE61 document.  
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Save your guided procedure.  

Now you can test your guided procedure by clicking on the “Preview” button.  

If the check you implemented earlier was passed, then the user can see the navigation link, when 

running the guided procedure.  

    

He can click on the “Start Transaction” link and perform the activity.  

 

After that he can set the execution status of the activity to “Performed”.  
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The rating of the activity and the step will be set accordingly and the log will be updated.  

In case the prerequisites for the creation of the navigation link are not fulfilled (e.g. because the user 

misses authorizations) the navigation link will not be created: no navigation link will be displayed. In the 

log an error is created, showing the error message “Nav link could not be generated; missing 

authorizations for activity” as implemented in the method “GET_NAV_LINK_NEW” as described above. 

The step will be rated yellow.   

The rating of the step depends on the programming in your manual class. It is up to you to rate the step 

yellow or just leave the rating grey, to indicate that the step wasn’t executed yet.   

    

APPENDIX: URL APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSACTION   

Available URL Applications for Transaction Jump-Ins  

The URL Application framework offers 4 different URL applications that call transactions. There are much 

more URL applications, but the following 4 are the most common to create jump-ins in transactions in 

Solution Manager or the managed system.   

URL Application   Description  Parameter  

GENERIC_TRANS_ST   Generic Transaction on Satellite 

System using WebGUI  

Transaction Code  

GENERIC_TRANS_SM   Generic Transaction on Solution 

Manager using WebGUI  

Transaction Code  

GENERIC_SAPGUI_ST   Generic Transaction on Satellite 

System using SAP GUI  

Transaction Code  

GENERIC_SAPGUI_SM   Generic Transaction on Solution 

Manager using SAP GUI  
Transaction Code  

You can access the URL application framework via the WebDynpro application 

https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/urlapi_app_manager.  

Input Parameters for Transactions  

When you jump into a transaction you can prefill the input fields of the screen, by adding additional 

parameters to the transaction code you use when you call the URL application. In our programming 

example we prefill the program input field of transaction SE38 and trigger the Execute function key.  
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This is possible for almost every transaction that has input fields and function keys. To prefill fields you 

need to know their screen field name and to trigger the function key you need to know the OK code.  

To find out the screen name of an input field call the transaction in SAP GUI and place the cursor in the 

input field you want to know the screen field name for. Press the F1 key on your keyboard to open the 

Performance Assistant. The press the button for “Technical Information”  

  

 

In the Technical Information you find the screen field name in the batch input area.  
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As every SAP GUI or Web GUI call follows the pattern:  

*<TCODE><SPACE><P1>=<V1>;<P2>=<V2>;<P3>=<V3>;DYNP_OKCODE=<CODE> you can add as 

many parameters as necessary separated by semicolon.   

Now you have to find out the OK code for the function key you want to use. To find the OK codes for all 

function keys available in a transaction access the Status… menu for the transaction:  

  
 

Double-click the GUI status field:  
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In the next screen open the Application Toolbar area. Here you find all function keys sorted by the 

number of the screen appearance. For every item you find the OK code and the icon.  

  
 

Add the OK code for the transaction as last part of the parameter string in your code.  
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